Hello and welcome to our 2022 catalog.
This year we are celebrating Kikkerland’s 30th anniversary! Thank you all for your support that has
helped make Kikkerland what it is today. The folks at Kikkerland are happy to keep creating new and
exciting ideas and designs that make your life more meaningful and fun.
One of the most delightful things in life is to keep up with your good old friends and family. My
friend, David Dear has a great sense of humor, and for our dog line KOBE he created 3 dog toys
inspired by our favorite delivery people. They squeak and crinkle as your dog plays. There are 4 new
products in KOBE that are designed in-house by KDT. We have a Hiking Kit which contains everything
your dog needs when going on an adventure. You can also bring along our new Fake News Travel
Bowl and Treat Bag made of waterproof Tyvek. We invented an adorable Dog Light perfect for night
walks that has hooks that you can hang your waste bags on. The KOBE collection offers a gesture of
kindness by donating to the International Street Dog Foundation.
The secret of genius is to carry the spirit of the child into old age, which means to never lose your
enthusiasm. A new design group from England called Goodlines couldn’t agree more. They came up
with a great new brand for Kikkerland called KIDOKI. A children’s line for age 3+ that is playful and
fun and encourages them to be creative. The first 12 original products range from bubble makers to
wooden balance games to games in tins that are perfect for travel.
Hector Serrano had the idea of CRAFTERS and NEWTON’S LAB. Both lines are based on experiences
and not particularly on objects. CRAFTERS has a new Paper Making Kit, and an Image Transfer Kit
where you learn to use an essential oil to print images and customize your own tote bag. NEWTON’ S
LAB has a Windmill Kit that generates electricity to light up a little house, and a DIY Pulley Crane Kit
that teaches you about Newton’s third law. To be creative is an experience that can set you free.
Nowadays, we spend more time at homes. It’s a delight when things are tidy and clean. German
native, Jette Scheib came up with an ingenious Pop-Up Wall Clock. It is shipped in a small box and
when unfolded it is a 1 meter (almost a yard) big Train Station Clock. Jette also designed a new pen
called the Acrobat Balancing Pen, a mesmerizing desk toy that helps to decompress your mind.
One of the healthiest things for us to do is to spend some time with nature. This is true for outdoors,
but indoors as well. London designers WITH CREATIVE created the Terracotta Bottle Planter for
indoor gardening. It’s a self-watering pot that sits atop of a bottle that you have upcycled.
At Kikkerland we are always very busy and are trying different things. What keeps us sane is to finish
first what we are doing before starting another job. Our in-house design team, KDT, deserves a big
cheer for doing just that and finishing another superb season. Please check out these new and
original products in the following pages. In play we have a Shadow Game, Golf Trivia and a
Huckleberry Compass. For outdoors there is a beautiful Survival Kit. In the kitchen there are ice
cubes in the shape of golf, soccer and basketballs, and new bold Color Block Reusable Straws.

We hope you will enjoy this exciting new assortment. As always, I look forward to seeing you all in
the near future and celebrating Kikkerland’s 30th anniversary together.

